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Brainlab AG
Kapellenstraße 12,
85622 Feldkirchen
Germany

Brainlab maintains a diverse network, with a variety of systems that provide internetbased services for customers to share medical images and collaborate with
colleagues. Recognizing the risks that the network and applications of Brainlab face
each day, the management team requested Foundstone Services to conduct a
security review of the internet accessible applications, namely Quentry® & Quentry®
for SRS Registry and also its associated web services. Quentry and Quentry for SRS
Registry are internet-based services from Brainlab for medical image sharing and
collaboration, which supports physicians throughout the referral, review, planning
and treatment workflow, as well as to gather data for clinical research.” This security
assessment was concluded in May 2016 to evaluate the associated web service’s
exposure to known security vulnerabilities and to determine the extent to which the
targeted systems were susceptible to an attack and a penetration from the Internet.

The assessment followed comprehensive methodology to provide a thorough
security review of Quentry & Quentry for SRS Registry applications. The application
review began with server configuration tests and application discovery steps to
gather information. Foundstone conducted the bulk of the assessment, which
consisted of input validation tests, impersonation (authentication and authorization)
tests, and session state management checks. As a result, vulnerabilities were
categorized into high, medium and low risk levels. Brainlab then worked on fixing the
vulnerabilities followed by a retest by Foundstone. There were no High or Medium
Risk findings observed during the retest and the application was assigned Grade A
(Highly Secure).

Computer security is a relative concept. No computer network, system or application
can be completely secure and no amount of testing can disclose all possible
vulnerabilities. Accordingly, this letter is not a guarantee of the security of any
computer system, including the applicable Brainlab systems; as such any reliance on
this letter by any entity is at the sole risk of such entity.
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Exclusions:



Black box nature of the assessment does not identify business logic
vulnerabilities

Disclaimer

The information contained herein is based on Intel Security’s review of the Quentry
& Quentry SRS application provided by the customer. Intel Security makes no
warranties, express or implied in respect of any wholly or partially incorrect,
incomplete or in any other way defective information or data provided by the
customer. Furthermore, the information provided herein is subject to change without
notice, and is provided “AS IS” without guarantee or warranty as to the accuracy or
applicability of the information to any specific situation or circumstance.

The content is for informational or educational purposes only, is not incorporated
into any contract and does not commit promise or create any legal obligation to
deliver any code, result, material or functionality. References to releases or timing of
functionality or features are subject to change at Intel Security’s sole discretion. This
report is for internal customer use only and may not be distributed to third parties
without the prior written approval of Intel Security.

This report is solely the property of Intel Security.

Without prejudice to the generality of this foregoing paragraph, we do not represent,
warrant, undertake or guarantee that the use of guidance in the report will lead to
any particular outcome or result.
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